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THE IMPROVING ECONOMIC STATUS of BLACK. AMERICANS

JAMES P. SMITH
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This paper summarizes work from a large project on race differences
in,income funded by grants from NSF ana ASPE of CHEW.' Part of, this

project is conducted wish my colleague Finis Welch whose ,_assistance
on this paper is gratefully acknowledged.



While conteMpOrary rhetoric often highlights, differences between raceathe

, i

data show thatblacks beCOting,less distinguishable fromIghites in,at least

one relevant .index OCperformanc&--i0kgt earnings. Relative to white males,

black male earnings ha-ire gradually increased,.but.the rise during the 1960s and

the early 1970s is larger than that observed earlier. (See Table 1)., Yet, it

is clearly the ,contrast between white and blEick females that is extraordinary.
, 4

Twenty yearl ago the aVerage,black woman4employed full-Time was earning approxi-

mately half the wage of a similarly-employed white woman. ':13), 1975, alMoSt

complete racial parity among womenhad,been'achieved, In a recent article,
i

Finis Welch and I argued that the adVance,in the relative income of black males.

between.1966 and 1970 was due mainly to convergin4 educational distributions

race and a narrowing in wage differentials betwee regions, 'Skill levels were

relat vely constant within cohorts and convergenc was accomplished:asdincreaatng-,
.

Ayracially -similar ...cohorts entered labor Markets while other less aimilar'cor
.

horts retired. finally our: test of affirmative' a tion pressures'indicatedt'hat
T

before'l '70 th4py had little impact. My firat ob ectiVe is to:update our pre-.
13

vious research Ito determine if the events of the iast,decade,for:males bave,Con-

. tinued unabated into the mid-1970s Since a com lete understandingiof'thedy-

namics oilalack4white Changes necessitates explaining thelpatterns for feMales;
.

,my second goal is to expand-the.*age Comparisons to 'Include women;

. 1 The major explanationd'o narrowing in racialage -differences. can be
0

,

L
,,

placed under four genera,Categories.' The,central idea ofthe vintage hypothe-

.

pis, is that relative to whites,. more recent black cohorth begin eir jobex-.
.,

0.-. . ;

, , ,

periences_With large initial Stocka of7numan capital than,previ us cohorts.
. ! , -11%1..

A, .

-I,

The'Second'explanation involves migration ,The
4.. wururalSouth trban-North migra-.. t.

-6 %
)

..' , . '
tion has 'partly been superseded by-Southern;blacks zoning to 14hat are by now

.,

economically i n Southern cities.. The third category involves the effects
,

of-government affirmative aCtion, Since 1970( it is alleged-that a series of .. 1r
D.. _

1"



bases-imPOsing severe financtal'penaltiescpn firMa fOr non - compliance with

afkirmatiVe action goals have added aharp7.teeth to:governmeatjaw:bOning.

nally, Changes in other aspects of market work may be important:
.

teleVant forvOmen and includes ell,chgice of 'par

characteristics,' of certain ot4UPationsand-biadefi-due_tO sample censoring.

This is more

full-time work, unique

Evidence of Cohort convergence c

Our itintipal expination for theAmproved.6Conomie.statua of blackg,is

that successive cohorts of
'

blacka ancL14h#es are simply'becoliing mOie alike

in those pro,attributes)ducing

.,force entrant had tredentialfs

highet Wages. 0. 1?3G,,the average black new labor

quite ,different lids white cipmaetitor. (See

Is career with 3.7. (2.6)U-:
4

:Table 2) ; The typical black male (female)Yegan

,fewer years of formal schooling than their white counterptirts., Almost'70 per- .

cent of these backs had a, grade,school diPlO'nla or 'less arid only 3- Oereen't had.,

any post-secondary schooling. As successive cohorts entered the lab:or:force,
I .

6
o

the competitive disadvantage of blacks continuously dpsipated: By 1470,':1.2

(3) years of schooling separated black and White mates'(fenales) atsthe time

of their initial *labor forte experience', Fuither,.feWer than 10 percentof

these new black workers had -less than 9 years of schooling and almost.a'fifth"

had'eome post- secondary education. 'Eve,* as current education levels_ty race

converge, the weight 4f .the past will depress relative wages of blacWS, weve

in tracking changes 'over, tithe, this generatiOnal improVemeht -coqxribute to

..convergence between races., Black% not only have higher edu tion levels tele-

4

tive to itiites thantheir fathers did,' but they also have patents with more edu-

cation relativeto whites than 'their parents had.

The story ponveyed by nominal years of schooling is reinforced by datwon

schooling quality. The currents and often valid, criticism of the.quality.of
7 i

. contemporary black educatidn'makes us.forget that the historical situatio was

Thedata (see Table 3 ) on nominal characteristics.of school tell a.,

6



l2.
clearAlOyx,c5f improving irelativa quality of, black, schools, 7 In 1920, black

youths att ded school. only 2/3 as'many days as white students, but there were

no real-black-white-differences in days attended'by 1954 SiMilarlY, in 192

teachers of black students had 1-3/4'48 many pupas as the average teachdr

the Country; By 1454,- is difference had been'at*8tantially reduced. The

LI
/

extraordinarily high-ratio of first to peCold graders" sugg sts that on aveyagd

a black student"Itook'about 2 years to complete the first g ade.in the 1930s. Rd-
.

tentio4 rates that average 100 percent suggest low quality eduCation coupled,

T. with inflevible standards. Betweetir 1940 and 1954 implicit Yetention,rates in

South rn Negro .schoOls moved toward the national norm. It is difficult to link
r

attri utes of schools to measures Of school achievement Indeed, some of the

measures offered may have had little impact on achieyement, bvt the .consistent

1

picture of simOltaneous convergence in all these dimensions makes the case for

improvng quality of black.schools Plausiblev\'

'alma of Re ression-ReSults

Regressions for male's are based on eight Current Population Surveys for 1968-

1975 inclusive. In each Year;'. separate samples were extracted foi black and

white malds between-the ages 14 and :65. The dependent warble is the (1n

weekly wage and the explanatory variables fall into five classes: schooling,

regional residence, (larket experien e, direct and indire.Ct rveinment employment,

,.and a set of estimated probabiliti s contrf.ing for non-full-time work -- the

probability of Zero earnings, part-time work, and full" time part-'-year work. A

.simflar wage, equation w sesiimated for 'black and white married women between

the ages 21 and 60 using e'1960 and 1970 U.S. Census. The dependent variable

was the (1n) hourly wage. The explanatory variables were diVided intofive

clasSes: 8choOlfng, regioni affect and indirect government employment, or

part-time work, and age.

.,Using the OLS regression estimates, the change in the black-white wage ratio
1
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between 1960'and 197d is II

(1) A I

- -

5(170 (XW70- %60)3.bo (I0870,31B6d61

(X1,460 1c60)'62 (%60 ;170)612 (612%70)

--bo is the parametervegef for white women in 1970, di is the black-Write dif

ference in parameters in 1970,62 is the difference in white paramet between

1960 and 1970, and d
12

is the'1960-1970 change in, black-white difference in 'Ira-.

. Meters. A 'similar procedure is nsed.for changes in the male wage ratio between

68 and 75. The first term measures that part of the growth in black-white wage

:ratios due to contraction or expansidn in black - white, differences in charaCteis-
,

V'

tics. The ptherlterms capture the impact of differential payment's between races

and across /ers. A detailed description of the results is contained in Smith

(1977) ana Smith-Welch (1977) and they will only be summarized here.

' Almost, 1/2 (1/3) of the rise in the red() of black-white male (female) wages,

is exVained by converging nominal' characteristics,_ As new cohorts of black

workers enter the market, the distinction betne.racs in income-producing attri-

butes.is,,eroding and leading to a narrowing of the wage gap4ty race. Education

plays the dominant role, explaining 0 (59) percent of the relative growth in

slack male (female) wages due to grpater characteristic congruency. The large

influx-of black females into direct and indirect government emplOyment explains

44/11t
an additional 20 perc&it-Gif. the female rise attributable,to hore sAmilar,attri-

butes, while movement of black women from part -time to full -time jobs explains

12 percent. Migration acCOWS for only a small positive amount (9,percent) of

the relative wage growtt-e4 b1aCk men ,and women.

Theotherterms in equation 1 provide additional insight into, the differen-

ktialStructur of,wage,equation§ by ,race and the'role of these differences in

/'
explaining improvement among placks. For elementkary and secondary 'Schools, I .

k

estimate lower, schooling co'fficients for black males. If schodI syste are
/

,

not an effective mechanisth for increasing black male income, the problem/is

8,
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concentrated at the elementary and Secondaiy levels. The marginal returns tt

L. college are actually higher for black' males particulatly in the'early years 9

market experience, Othaps due to increasing black attendance at.racially-mixed

.Northern colleges. In .contrast to aideclining white college coefficient,, the

returns to college for black males have remained stable over this period. For ;

,a14woMen, education coefficients' rose.dramatically 4,,,,ith schooling,level and
. /

.,!, ,....

increased over the decade. Female wages' typically'increased by less,than one

1

percent per year of elementarY school education and less than five percent for

the high school segIllent. ,No significant racial, difference in education c effi-
t.

cients exists for women below the college level. but the premia to college are

approxitately 15 percent for black women and.10 petcent tnrwhite. The direct
6

effect of converging schooling levels was partially offset by differential

'rates of return between races and across years. -FOr examples in male' compari-.

sons th 'larger white schooling coefficients imply that whites gainmOre as

schpoitnvlevels rise even ifk,differences in schooling by race remain constant.

.Similarly, the increased return,to female schooling over to decade benefttted

white women more than black women because they have.more schooling.

In explaining changes wage tatios, the South.dominated.regional comPari:

sons. The Southern variables account fc,: a significant part of the rise inboth

black male and female,wages. Although migration flows had a sipali favotable impact

r
on blacks, convergence towards the national norm in black-white Southern wage

ratios is far more important. Relative black-white wage ratios for both sexes

have.risen more rapidly the South, espqially among the young. For males

.1
with less than 10 years of experience and for women under 30 years old,.rela-

tive black.wages have increased by 10 percent more than in the rest_ of the country.

For older Workers,the male (fedale) ratio rose by 5 (3) percent more in the

South. In addition to the general improvement for Southern blacks, t ere was

a reduction in black-white wage inequality among Southern states and between

9
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Urban attil.non-urban areas particularly among more recent cohorts.- Vintagc
'e n

"

.

effects are greater in the South SOdaffect-all Sbutherners;* but they, are

target' aMon)Olacks than:whites: .New black Southern workers apparently tall'

enjoy. career prospects that diffit significantly from thckgdwhidh,Conftonted4

theirpredecessors.

D4rect'and indirect government employment was used.to test fin- the effect

of affirmativaCtion programq. Jadirect sovefnMent employment measures emploY-
.

,

meat in industries regulated by either federal or state andlocal.gov rnments
,

,

and ,thefraction of an industry's sales that .go to either federal state

and focal government's. The argument is that if.'affirMaive action. has an im-
.

,pact,-it should be strongest on employment and wagetrqnds in these industries.

The publid sktor ia becoming a, more impOrtant employer of allblacks (relative

to while0_,-.1a.t the changes observed for black males are small compared to those

.11

of 'black women: The,proportion of black women employed in govetnment rose:from

.18 to :.28. Fot inditect government employment, the,propOttion of black women

has also risen Sharply both absolutely'and, relative to white feMales.-

While the direct effect of increased government,employmenttsed relative

wages.of hlaCk men and especially black'women, black-white wage ratios have

declined -in these sectors: The large bIapk wage, gains were achieved in the

private sector, and not in 'those industries most sasceptible to affirmative action

pressures. In fact,-this wage decline was so large that-the government variables,

actually predict a decline in the wages orblack men relative to white men."

Thesitu4ion for 4.1.ci females is-ethbre ambiguousiThis relative deteriorationf.

in black-white feMale wages in these-government sectors also Lowered the gaitth

attributed to government to afsmall positive amount. HoweVer, theimagpitude,of
.

the' employment 'inroads made by bla'ckyomen'suggests that they are-theMdatlikeli

recipients of any beneficial effects of affirmattOe action. If quotas s-.1.-ejmposed

that include both race and sex as criteria, black women have a c4earsac itaga.
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By fi4liA.$5.two votas:dorthe priceof one, they are the cheapest avenue open
. %. . *.i- . .

.-- . ,s

,/ to)employereto adhere to employment quotas. Any beneficial Impact of quotas

, 1 '
,

,,,
of".groups that possessIone targeted characteristic sho441 be attenuated by the

.aXistence of aatia.lmattributed0g,roUp.-
-

`

The race-year intercept indicates that relative to whites the'. black fegfes-
,

sion Ine. hat. shifted upward5.over tiMe: Ct is this; shift combined with ccn--1-

veDglag character4tics that.explains the bulk, of the rise in. relative black

4
. 4,

income. This shift is the predictable consequence of -airy secular, improVement in
.

, *
.o ,-

,,, .

. .

,1.,r.,

the relative quality 'of black men and I./Omen notcaptufi)ed by:nominal'mea5ures;
c'N,

-
. ..

ofcharacterist'included in- Earnings fund.tional While this improvement at the -.

t:

ftont*end of the labor market is open-to other ,interpretations, 4the evldence

/'
1

4
thatadvanced eai.ier suggests relative vintage effects fOr black deserve high

. - .
.

priority. T

:

he age and expefince variables indicate "that cross -sec' io*al black:\
N,

.
.

wage profiles have become'filatta (relative to Whi-es), so that "vintage effects
, ,

I --. 1 - :

/
-,

May 1.n fact be accelerating over :time. '40:''

Cohort and Life Cycle Comparisons.:. The'Evidonce for the- Vintage Hypothesis.

. ,1

One feature common to all cross-sectional studies of blakkeWhite earnings

' .
*

./ t-

differences is thq youoger blacks fare.better in comparison to.Whfites'tfian their

,older counterparts. '8ecOna'ary labor market theOries of discrimination ten4pd

40-

towards' a ife-cycle explanation holding'tnaE over-the-career blaCk earnings
(.. 6

.
.

1

increase less rapidly tololpmfor Whites. "Ill the.cphort view, howora, the observed'

,

cross-sectional decline in relativelplack-white,wages with. experience Simply re-

,),

, ...

fleets the.factthat less-eXpereepted workers are simultaneously memberti of new
.

4
,

.

cohorts. , By comparing cross-sections at different points in",time, the'poten-
,_

tial of'distinguisb4ng life cycle and4COhopeffeCes established.
, i

- ,,,
, . . ' . ,

t..'
For maleS,-ilirvidual yeaf CPS regressions ae" u o'eredict relative

' ....4
,

.

.

"- .

-";
, .

'black-white wage paths witheXpef'irCt under twd lepumptions. The first-is'
. (-- .

.

.

( f . #

based. do' the 1967, CPS 'regression anti' measures the,ptedicOedh.fe.:Cycle Path
!...

4



frpm the cross-section. The secondcpses the cemplete.series 6f CPS cikoss'i

section andetfacep the, predicted wage path for 'a given cohort \n 1967 aa"it
.#

.

gains market experience. The cross-sectidnappatterha Tahle;4) uniformly

praict, declining yollackwkite +male wage ratios with yearse of maiket,gxperience.
, I-

rtis this cross - sectionals decline thatt'gve credence tO:bie, secondary labor

v
market view. But to within-cohort trends indicate that, anything, b1

.;

whitemale wagerratios,have increased over the career'especially for more ooled

worMtirs. -Therefore, the weight of tIr rdence supportENohort improvement and,
/,

rejects the secOndarylabor' market hylpSthesis. Thdre is also clear support

- .?
strong vintage effects for blsek'feMales with the most rapid wage improvement

-:., 71
.

accruing.among the youngest females. However, therealso exist substantial,'

wage gains within cohorts. Factors that operate mainlyat the 'front end of the
I

laboOr market apparently,are noi
. 4

Additional Reason's for the.Rise in Black FeMaleWages-
(

,

;In 1960,-over

the sole cause of. ,these recent 'trends for females.

1/3.of'all married black WorkingSWomenwere'domestic :servants

in cpntrast-to only 2 percent'of white, women. More than 25 percent of21-25 year

old black,Womeir we domestics,. so that
. .

.

for new entrants. `.But over the-decade,

it was an.importantsoUrce f, employment

the:fradifon of black Women in domestic

than 3:percent of the yolingeat black

.

the So4th were eVen%more-dramatic.

were domestics in 1960, but this.pro-
f

Part i cularly notew6rthy are the /

services; declined to 14 Percentwith less
I

women/employed there. The changes within
, .

Half of all employedSouthern black:;women

,
portionTell to less than a quarter y 070.

trends observed among younger worker ere the P'roportion declined from fifty

to five percent. non-pecuniary a
J

'be alarge part of total comperisatipn fo

'black wage improl)ementokmay be overstated.

of domeptic seryice forblack women, an

non-reported wages, are. purported to

ooMestc4 the extent of `the real

.Given the historical importance

ndepth,s,tudysiof-thia.market'is.obvio4sly

5eqUired.before.any.complete understanding of, :: the.
"

recent wage iMprovement of black
II

12'



.women cfin he achieved..

Between,1960 and 1970, the percentage of,black women working less than

30 hours declined from ,2'7 to .17. Black's in 1960 were more likely to haVe,

pari.-time jobs than white women, but this reversed over the decade; suggesting

that,,tlew white market participants have selected part -time work. Blacks gained

in three ways from this'shift,into full-time jobs. Most directly, their ob-.

served weekly and annual earnings are higher as' a result of their increased work.

.effort. Part -time jobs also tend to be transitory over time, so tAat fullortime

work may signal a more permanent commitment to the labor force.. Finally, if

full-time employees receive higher wage rates; observed mean black wages will

rise as they shift into full -time work. The problem is that my Census estimates

indicate that in 1970 black women earned eight percent less -for full -(time work,
0

so that the shift.into full-time jobs predicts a fall in black-white female hourly

wages. Because of the absence of direct information on hourly wages in the

Census, it is clearly not the ideal data for estimating breakpoints .in the wage-
.

hours locus. More appropriate data will ultimately determine the importance of

this adoption of full-ti e employment in Using blac
,

Onaficulty with age comparisons among women

female wages.-o

s that wage rates are

directly observable only for working women. This "s e1 'efivity" bias could dis-

tort measured average wa differences among gtoups of women differing in their

labor force participation rates. When female wage equations wervteestimated cor-

A,

recting fer censoring bias, the preliminary results indicated thq this bias May

have oontributed to the 'recorded rise in the relative wage of black women. Among

white women, the average wage of working women exceeds. that for all white women,

but the opposite appears true for black women. Thus non-working black women

would apparently receive higher wages than currently employ'ed black women, but

they choose ndt'00A4rk because their non-marketable opportunities are even

Asher 04,,7canfie bf the. more rap id r I se for b lack women is that as their par-

r

13
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ticipation rates rose over the decade, wages of theaVerag6 working black female..

increased because the additional workers had wage offers that exceeded those

available to those already working.

Conclusion

In general, the:variables that explained the rise observed between1960 and

. 1970 were also the principal' reasons for the more recent.iMprovement among black

males: increased tongruencyin.edudation and the narrowing of between-region

racial wage differentials. :Confirming' a conclusion reached for the 1960s,

affirmative action programs were not a major contributor to rising relative wages

of black males. The intreased
I

similarity
-

in education distributions and the

rapid rise in black wages in the South were algo important Teasons for the re-

markable wage advances of black women.' While the ev44ence,on affirmative action

,

is mixed, the primary beneficiary may well have been blackwomen. Adoption of

full-time jobs, elimination of domestic services as their priory occupation,'

and the increase in participation rates in light of preliminary results on sample

censoring havesall contributed to the rise in black Iem.hIe wages. Finally,
)

my evidence rejects the secondary labor market.view that black males and females

are relegated to dead-end jobs with little career growth potential. Rather, it

favors the alternative vintage hypothesis that more recent cohorts of blacks are

more similar to whites in marketable skills than were their, black pfedecessorS.
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FOOTNOTES

At'

1 See "Black-White Male Wage Ratios," Amer. Econ. Rev., June 1977.
. .

2. For a Aetailed examination of this data; see Welch (1974).
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TABLE 1

RATIOS OF MEDIAN WAGE INCOMES BY RACE AND SEX FOR SELECTED
YEARS, 1947-1975

A. Raee Differentials Within Sex

All Workers

Year Black Tftales Black Males Black Females Black Males
i White 'Iyemale§ -White Males White Females White Aales

. .

1947 .340,r- :54'3
. .543 .640,

J'
,

-1.9.51 4 .421 . .616 \, N/A N/A
1955 .'4,33 ,,--73g13-,.. -.570 ,635
1959 .532 ;580 .664 .612
1963 -.531. .568 q .636 -,654
1967 .643 .639 .765 ' . .675
1969 .721 , .666 .816 .694
1973 .896 .695 .882 .719
1974 .977 .709 .941 .736
1975 .973 .734 .986 .769

Furk-Time -Workers

1

ource: Various IssuesM Current,Population Surveys

TABLE 2

,YEARs7OF SCHOOL COMPLETED AT ESTIMATED TIME OF LABOR
MARKET ENTRY hYP

Meah Schooling of Blacks

Mean Schooling of Whites

ProportiOn of Blacks with
less than 9 years of school

Proportion of Whites with
less than 9 ,years of school

Mean Schooling of Blacks

Mean Schooling o Whites

Proportion of Blacks with
less than 9" years of school

Proportion of Whites with
less than 9 years of school

- Year of Labor Market Ebtty

males

1930, 1940 1950 1960 1070

5.9 8.0 9.9 11.1 11.4,

9.6 12.0 12.6 _ la.6

0.78 0.58 0.31 0:.15 0.11
r

0.42 0.22 '0.15 040 0.07

females

8.0 10.1 11,2 11.6 12.1

10.6 11.4 11.9 12.0 12.5

0.58 0.27 '0.15 0.09 0.04

0.29 0.15 0,09 0.08 0.03
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TABLE 3 1.

COMPARISONS O TWENTIETH CENTURY TRENDS IN CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN
THE SEGREGATED NEGRO SCHOOLS, SOUTHE'N WHITE SCAOOLS,"AND ALL U.S.

,SCHOOL

Days attended' enrollment
cond gra& enrollment. A
other schools, 1900-1954:

, , .

per teache\ d the ratio 'of first to se--\
comparisonNo segregited Negto schools to

, Enrollment in
Average Days Attended Pupils Enrolled per First Relative to /

Year

Per Pupil Enrolled Classroom Teacher

Negro
Schools

All
Schools

Negro,
Schools

All
..Schools

1899-1900 57 69a 56.7 42.5
a

1908-09 71 88., 56.4 39.9a
1919-20 80 121 56.0 31.8
1929 -30 97 , 143 43.7 30.1

1939-40 126 15? 45.3 \.29.0
1949-50 148. 15$ 33.6 27.

1953-54 151 459,, . 32.9 27.9

a
Southern white schools only.,E0

T51BL,E 4

'COMPARISONS OF

Second' Grade

Negro ' All.
Schools Schools

1.37 '1.14a-
1.49a: .

1.96 1.64
2,i35 1.4
2.03 1.

1.62 , 1. 0
1.45 -1 25

0 ,

CROSS-SECTIONA AND .LIFE CYCLE#LA6k-,WHITE

.A. MALES

Schooling = 16-

1967 cross-sectidnal 0
1observntion

life cycle prediction

Schooling = 12

1967 cross-sectional
obpervation

life cycle prediction

Schooling = 8 '

1967 cross-sectional
observation

life cycle prfdiction

1967
1971
1975

.

YearsOf. Market Experience

1 5 10 15 20

,Ot .806

.§92

.779 .760

.912 .842, 2

.853 .817 .781 .755

.852 .829 .799: ',783

.892 :817 ..880 .808,

.913 ..8441 .819 ,.808

B. FEMALES

35-34. 45-54 °55-64

.753 .716 .584

.87q di:17 .696

.926 .871 .734

25-34 '

.731

.924

.911.

WAGE RA

Via

IOS

1. In 1967, the, cross- section, predicted that the wage ratio of those with 5
experience would decline from .806 to .779,with 5 more years in the mai

ket, but by 1972 the wage ratio for thi4 cohort was .912.
it °

years


